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Below, are my review comments on the subject manuscript.  All of my specific comments
and suggestions for revisions are written directly on the manuscript that were done
digitally using the Adobe Acrobat review tool on the PDF file that was made available to
me.  I have attached the commented version to the referee comment record along with
this letter.

GENERAL COMMENTS:  This is a very good paper and makes use of ensemble modelling
using multiple chronometers to improve an age model.  An impressive amount of work has
gone into developing an age model for this Arctic lake sequence and I commend the
authors for their diligent work.  I am not an expert in age models, so all of my comments
are related to the tephra-related aspects of this manuscript. The identification and
sampling and geochemical analysis of the tephras is robust and follows best practice
guidelines (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3866266). In theory tephrochronology can be
a very powerful tool for precisely and accurately dating events.  My most significant
concern is the fact that there is not a robust suite of reference materials from Alaska
sources from which to make confident correlations.  Considering the general lack of glass
geochemical data and fully characterized tephra data for Alaska tephra it makes sense to
attempt correlations with what is available and to draw geochemical fields for volcano-like
geochemistry but I worry that false correlations using limited data may propagate errors
into the literature by refining age models using low-confidence correlations.

I agree with the interpretations of the authors regarding pure deposits (representing
primary eruptions) and mixed deposits (likely representing multiple eruptions) but there
needs to be more discussion about homogenous vs heterogenous glasses so make this
point as not many Alaska eruptions are homogenous. There is no discussion about
correlation techniques in the methods or elsewhere – are all of the correlations based on
glass geochemistry alone?  How do the glass shard morphologies compare, glass
characteristics (microlitic, clean etc.)?  Based on the general lack of glass reference data it
is hard to make a confident case for correlation without a multiparameter approach (using
multiple sample characteristics) and I worry that a geochemistry alone is not very robust
– a good starting point but in some cases not strong enough to confidently link to a known



dated event. The manuscript would benefit from more discussion regarding the limited
suite of reference materials available and evaluation of the quality of the correlations
made.  The Aniakchak CFE II and White River Ash (WRA) cases are more compelling
based on there being more published data to support this correlation (although it is not
clear why distal samples of WRA would have higher wt. % SiO2…) but I am skeptical
about the Ruppert correlations as it implies an unknown source that erupted in the late
Holocene but that has only been identified as cryptotephra in very distal areas and a very
large footprint yet no visible layers or source has been identified.  This would make sense
where ice has removed older records, but this is a young deposit where preservation
should not be a problem and we should see this layer more often in Holocene sediment
sequences.  If there were more discussion regarding the “robustness” of each correlation
it would allow the reader to evaluate if the age model is really improved by the addition of
the tephra correlations.  I suggest the authors review the community established best
practice recommendations for correlation (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3866266 -
Tephra_Correlation_Best_Practice_Guidelines_v3.xlsx, specifically tab F) to help further
discuss the quality or confidence of their correlations.  Other than these over arching
comments I believe the authors to be very careful in their evaluation of the available
tephra data and think the manuscript would be improved by an evaluation of the quality of
correlations that highlights the current realities in available data.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS & TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS:  All such comments are
documented on the reviewed version of the PDF of the manuscript and not listed here.
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Please also note the supplement to this comment: 
https://gchron.copernicus.org/preprints/gchron-2021-18/gchron-2021-18-RC1-supplemen
t.pdf
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